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Analyzing the Effects of Globalization on University
Systems in the Developing World: A Conceptual
Framework Applied to the Case of the Republic of
Panama
Nanette Svenson, Catholic University, Panama

Abstract: Over the past two decades, global forces have had significant impact on the university systems
of the developing world with regard to (1) the university regulatory environment, through multilateral
and bilateral conventions and interventions, and (2) the program offer, through the increasing presence
of transnational higher education corporations and a variety of individual foreign university programs.
At international and national levels, there are the simultaneous influences of political, regulation ori-
ented forces and economic, market driven forces affecting the evolution of university systems. These
influence both the national vision being created for university education and the business opportunity
associated with it. The framework presented in this paper helps organize and examine the different
components of these economic and political forces and facilitates the analysis of these forces on a
specific university system in a given country. The Republic of Panama is used as an example for the
application of the model to a developing country case study.

Keywords: Higher Education, University Systems, Developing Countries, Globalization

Introduction

IN THE PAST two decades, global political and economic forces have significantlyim-
pacted the evolution of university systems around the world and especially indeveloping
countries. The effects of this impact are noticeable in two primary areas:the university
regulatory environment, which has been influenced mainly bymultilateral and bilateral

conventions and interventions, and the university programoffer, which has been influenced
by the increasing presence of transnational highereducation corporations and foreign university
programs.
At both international and national levels, influences related to these political—regulation

oriented forces—and economic—market driven forces—act simultaneouslyin different ways
to affect the development of the university system in any givencountry. These forces, in turn,
help shape both the national vision being created foruniversity education and the business
opportunity associated with it. The existinguniversity system will be a reflection of the spe-
cific forces that are strongest in thatcountry.
This paper presents a conceptual framework designed to isolate key factors ofthe political

and economic influences and use them to analyze effects on thedevelopment of the university
system in a particular country. By better understandingthe inputs that have the greatest impact
on the university system, decision-makers atall levels have more complete information to
use in the formulation and management ofhigher education policy, legislation, regulation
and incentives.
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This is important since many university systems throughout the world haveexpanded very
quickly in recent years, often without the benefit of establishedquality assurancemechanisms,
stringent regulatory environments, or even sufficientresearch on the phenomenon (World
Bank 2000). Scholars estimate there are over 70million studentscurrently in higher education,
with nearly all industrialized countries and most middle-incomecountries now enrolling over
a quarter of the corresponding age cohort(Altbach 2007). Because the growth of new univer-
sities has, in many areas, outpaced the growth ofeither the relevant quality assurance mech-
anisms or information disseminationsystems, there is an increasing need for research and
systematic models dedicated toanalyzing the university systems that are evolving. This is
especially true fordeveloping countries; most have had nothing more than a handful of pub-
licuniversities for centuries, but in recent years with the proliferation of transnationalprograms,
branch campuses, online learning, university corporations and the like,university growth has
often been exponential.
The Republic of Panama, a middle-income country in Central America, is usedas an ex-

ample for how this framework can be applied to a developing country casestudy as the
model was recently incorporated into a research project funded by thePanamanian Secretariat
for Science, Technology and Innovation (SENACYT) thatsought to study the effects of
globalization on the country’s university system from1990 to 2007. A summary of the
findings is presented here along with concludingideas for how application of this model
might be instrumental for university capacitydevelopment efforts in other developing counties.

Global Trends Affecting Higher Education
As background to the framework, it is important to review the major globaltrends affecting
higher education over the past 20 years, most of which—as mentioned—tend to be either
politically motivated and regulation oriented or economicallyrelated and market driven.

Political Forces
The most important global political trend shaping higher education is theemergence of new
international accords to harmonize higher education priorities,systems and services within
and between regions. The goals of these tend to includeconvergence (inter- and intra-regional)
of programs; harmonization of curricula;facilitation of student and faculty mobility; imple-
mentation of quality assurancemechanisms; and increased attractiveness and competitiveness
of programs. Except forNorth America1, most regions of the world are currently engaged in
discussions aimedat creating more accords toward these ends. The forces driving many of
theseagreements and declarations of the past two decades are closely linked to the BolognaPro-
cess, Europe’s ongoing effort to create a unified European Higher Education Area.
The Bologna Process began in the late 1980s and is generally regarded as having ledthe

global movement toward university standard convergence across the world (Charlier and

1North America has been less active than the rest of the world in pursuing convergence of higher education systems
and structures with other regions. Even from the perspective of trade, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) and successive bilateral agreements include few implications for higher education (Altbach 2004). This
may reflect a North American perception of superiority and dominance in this area, which would seem to be upheld
by even those outside the region since much of the higher education convergence activity worldwide is moving in
line with established U.S. standards.
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Croche 2004).This movement and the accords generated, in turn, havebegun to affect coun-
tries’ national higher education legislation and regulation.
For Latin America (Panama included), the significance of the Bologna Processis that it

spearheaded the Florianapolis Declaration of 2000, which brought thecountries of the region
together in a similar convergence initiative for the first time.
Beyond Latin America, the Bologna Process has propelled initiatives similar toFloriano-

polis in Asia, Africa and elsewhere.
Alongside Bologna Process efforts with the international higher educationcommunity to

pursue convergence and related quality assurance issues, internationalorganizations have
also stepped up their participation in this area. In response todemands by the international
community that it take a more proactive role in thisregard, UNESCO has led numerous re-
gional and global conferences on the issue in thepast decade. From these and related initiat-
ives, the UNESCO/OECD guidelines onquality in cross-border provision of higher education
were published (UNESCO 2004). While still a work in progress, this represents the start of
a global reference and a new role for UNESCO in the process of higher education conver-
gence.

Economic Forces
While the ideal of convergence has been at the heart of the political forcesaffecting higher
education internationally, the power of technology is what lies behindmost of economic
trends affecting higher education worldwide. Globalization andinformation technology (IT)
are inextricably connected, with the Internet serving asthe primary vehicle for the global
dissemination of knowledge and communications(Castells 2000). As a result, IT has serious
implications for higher education inrelation to online learning; publishing and copyrights;
information storage andretrieval; and networking and research and development collaboration.
The increasing importance of technology and the speed with which it propelsinformation

transfer has given rise to the evolution of the “knowledge economy,” asocietymore dependent
for its economic welfare on the production and managementof knowledge than on the pro-
duction of manufactured goods. This trend is reflected inincreasing investments in knowledge
industries (including higher education andtraining) and the expansion of the services sector,
particularly those classified asadvanced business services—typically, banking and finance,
insurance, IT, legalservices, real estate, and media and communications (Sassen 2001). With
the growingdependence of many economies on knowledge products, highly educated person-
nelhave become critical for continued growth (Altbach and Knight 2006; Friedman
2006). This has had the effect of linking higher education to earning potential, leadingto

increased demand for higher education (Thomas 2004). It has also led to efforts toinclude
knowledge services in global trade regulation. The Global Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) is the first multi-lateralagreement on this and seeks to open markets for all service
and knowledge products.
This is significant not only because of its potential scope but also for what it indicatesabout

globalization; conceptually, GATS positions knowledge and education ascommodities on
par with rice and computer chips—an idea that is discomfiting tomany. The GATS negoti-
ations also carry implications for relations between developedcountries, the chief exporters
of education, and developing countries, the mainimporters. These fuel considerable debate
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on potential benefits and risks, most ofwhich revolves around issues of quality assurance,
professional mobility andrecognition of qualifications (Knight 2003).
The rise of technology, knowledge economies and trade-able knowledge serviceshas had

an internationalizing effect on higher education worldwide. Institutions can link beyond
nations and regions quickly and easily, which means that higher educationnow corresponds
to a global, not national, marketplace. This is evident in themultitude of multinational higher
education programs now available. These programsrange from co-sponsored “twinning”
arrangements linking two or more academicinstitutions in different countries to franchising
agreements to universities in onecountry setting up branches in another. Online distance
learning programs offer yetanother means for the multi-nationalization of higher educa-
tion.While sometraditional public higher education institutions have invested in these mul-
tinationaleducational initiatives, the major players have come primarily from the private
sector.Nationally and internationally, private higher education suppliers have been farmore
responsive to increased demand for higher education, have expanded theuniversity offer
exponentially around the world, and continue to grow in number. Inseveral Asian countries,
nearly 80 percent of university enrollments are at privateinstitutions and in Latin America
the figure oscillates between 20 and 40 percent(Altbach 2007).This new public-private mix
includes actors beyond universities; unaccredited commercial enterprises that offer a range
of post-secondary courses and degrees are becoming increasingly common throughout the
world. As these corporate entities are involved in the higher education business primarily
for thepurpose of earning a profit as opposed to imparting knowledge, they have met with
a certain resistance from traditional university operators.
With more post-secondary educational options available on the market, the resulting rise

in enrollment has propelled a global “massification” of highereducation, particularly in places
where demographic trends have inclined toward alarger youth population. This massification
is themajor force behind recent trendsand policy guiding the development of higher education
worldwide at every level. Theconcern about the massification of higher education and its
many service providers islinked to the commoditization of learning and the “McDonaldiza-
tion”2of highereducation constructive, but generally the application of the fast-foodmetaphor
in this contextreflects societal concern for maintaining the university as a liberal institution
whoseprimary mission is the pursuit, generation and dissemination of knowledge. For
bothsides, questions continue to surface about the capacity and qualifications of thegraduates
being turned out by the new systems. Issues of quality assurance are (Hayes and Wynyard
2002). Some view this commoditization as potentiallymovingto the forefront as existing
regulatory systems become overwhelmed and ill-equippedto deal with the present array of
higher education alternatives (Thomas 2004). Andwhile quality assurance is a major concern
within countries, it is becoming an evenbigger problem internationally. Critics grumble about
the low standards of many internationalhigher education programs, but few have proposed
specific measures with which togauge quality (Altbach and Knight 2006; Bello 2003).

2 The term “McDonaldization,” coined by sociologist George Ritzer in his book The McDonaldization of Society
(1995), describes how society has taken on many of the characteristics most associated with fast-food restaurants.
Ritzer uses McDonaldization to reconceptualize rationalization and emphasizes four principal components of it:
efficiency, calculability (the ability to be quantified), predictability (through standardization), and control (often
achieved with the implementation of mechanized, instead of human, processes).
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Implications for Developing Countries
To complete this review of global trends, it is important to mention theimplications for de-
veloping countries. Developing countries are the ones that willexperience the bulk of the
higher education expansion projected to take place in thecoming years (Task Force on
Higher Education 2000). The topics discussed here—technology, knowledge services, mo-
bility, quality assurance, internationalization—allcarry for the developingworld repercussions
related to issues of center and periphery.The globalization of higher education has the potential
to increase the inequality gap,both within the developing countries themselves and between
developing anddeveloped countries (Torres Shugurensky 2002; Bello 2003; Garnier 2004).
Sincedeveloped countries are better able to invest more in higher education and researchand
development, the major gains and the vast majority of corresponding publicationtend to
come from the developed world (Altbach 2002, 2004).
Higher education does have the potential to narrow the inequality gap, too, butmost devel-

oping countries face formidable obstacles with higher education and withutilizing it as a
driver of the national economy. With demand for increased accessprojected to continue,
both public and private sectors will likely persist in theirattempts to meet the growing demand
with a wide range of new higher educationalternatives. The result of these efforts, however,
is often an accelerated, chaoticexpansion—usually with the public sector lacking sufficient
capacity for funding,technical expertise, and regulatory oversight and the private sector
lacking sufficientfacility for establishing quality programs that address requirements beyond
short-term,market-driven needs (Task Force on Higher Education 2000). To be able toparti-
cipate in today’s global knowledge economy, developing countries are left withthe enormous
challenge of simultaneously expanding their higher education systemsand improving their
quality—all within the context of tightening budgetaryconstraints. This is proving to be a
daunting task for most.

Conceptual Framework
The work done on general global trends in higher education is considerable, butthere is still
comparatively little theorization focused on the effects of globalization inhigher education
systems and particular universities. Rather, there is a tendency toread globalization deductively
into higher education from more general theories onglobalization (Mohamedbhai 2002,
Marginson and Sawir 2005).
In order to examinemore precisely the higher education trends presented above as they

relate toglobalization and, in turn, to the changes that are taking place at the national
level,several scholars have begun to elaborate frameworks for isolating and analyzingspecific
factors that may determine how universal, global shifts manifest in the localsetting (Vaira
2004, Douglass 2005, Marginson and Sawir 2005, Marginson and vanderWende 2007).
Though such frameworks provide considerable potential fordeveloping a better understanding
of how global influences affect specific nationalhigher education systems, there are still rel-
atively few. And of the existingframeworks, even fewer have been applied to empirical
studies, though global highereducation research is beginning to move in this direction and
acknowledge the needfor the kind of tool that facilitates the interpretation of global change
on local environments (Mohamedbhai 2002, Marginson and Sawir 2005, Yoder 2006).
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The conceptual framework presented here is original. It is based on an examination ofcon-
structs derived from the literature on global higher education developments overthe past two
decades, as discussed in the previous section. The framework takes itsinspiration from existing
models, particularly that of Douglass (2005), which offersone of more developed and
workable theoretical examples and emphasizes how theeffects of globalization on a given
university system will be the result of an interactivecombination of universal “mega-global”
forces and unique local (national)”countervailing” forces. As with the Douglass model, the
constructs used herecombine factors in the international arena with those in the national en-
vironment andcan be synthesized broadly as follows:

• Globalization, defined as the cross-border economic, political and socialforces associated
with increased connection worldwide.

• Global higher education trends and priorities, most of which tend to fallinto two
major categories: (1) those associated with worldwide convergencepriorities (regulation
oriented, politically driven, and aimed at the creation ofinternational standards and
quality assurance mechanisms); and (2) thoseassociated with transnational business op-
portunities (market oriented,economically driven and related to the broadening market
for services, theknowledge economy and growth of advanced business services, techno-
logyassisted learning, and the recent massification and multi-nationalization ofhigher
education).

• National economic development, which examines themacro- andmicroeconomicdrivers
for the country in question.

• National participation in international higher education initiatives, asindicated by
a country’s involvement with various bilateral and multilateralinternational higher edu-
cation agreements, initiatives and regulatory bodies

• Potential business opportunity and political vision associated with highereducation
in the country being examined and how the two interact to producethe existing university
system.

These different constructs are presented in the diagram of the framework below.In most
countries, at both international and national levels, there are the simultaneousinfluences of
economic, market driven forces and political, regulation oriented forcesaffecting the devel-
opment of the university systems—both of which incorporatevarious social forces as well.
This conceptual framework attempts to organize andexamine the different aspects of these
global forces in an effort to determine whichappear to be the predominant influences on a
country’s existing university system.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework the Effects of Globalization on a Country’s University
System

Given the basic conceptual framework introduced above, the specific researchquestions that
guide the investigation into how global economic and political forcesinteract with the national
environment to affect university system development are asfollows:

1. How many and what types of universities are available?
2. What factors have contributed to shaping the regulatory environment ofuniversity

education?
3. What factors have contributed to making university education an attractivebusiness

proposition?
4. How are the regulatory and business factors reflected in the currentuniversity offer?
5. What are the current perceptions of business, government, academic andcivil society

leaders regarding the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities andthreats associated with
the university offer?

6. What are the implications of these perceptions for nationalcompetitiveness?

Methodology and Application to the Case of Panama
The examination of the research questions above in the application of theconceptual frame-
work to the case of the Republic of Panamawas carried out withinthe design of an embedded,
single-case study as described by Robert K. Yin (2002).
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The research incorporated both qualitative and quantitative data to present adescriptive
review of Panama’s recent globalization and economic growth, trends inthe globalization
of higher education and Panama’s involvement in this process, thestructure and composition
of the university system in Panama, and implications for thefuture. Specific methodologies
employed include document and secondary dataanalyses and semi-structured interviews.
Documents reviewed include public registry data, Ministry of Education andother institu-

tional records related to the university system, national assemblylegislation and international
accords, newspaper articles, websites, other mass mediacommunication. National and inter-
national statistical databases were also consulted.
The semi-structured interviews used non-probability, purposive sampling techniques.
They were conducted with representatives from selected universities, government entities,

business associations, and national and international non-governmentalorganizations.
Though Panama is a small, middle-income country in Central America, itsexperience in

recent years with higher education is similar to that of many countries inthe region and in
the developing world in general. Panama has historically served as aglobal crossroads, so
its economy, politics and culture have always been subject to theeffects of global forces. In
the past few decades in which technology and markets haveadvanced with unprecedented
speed, the effects of globalization have been especiallyimpacting--for the economy in gen-
eral and also for specific sectors. Higher educationis one sector that has changed dramatically.
Until the early 1980s there were only two universities in Panama, whereas, the Ministry

of Education now officially recognizes 36 institutions and the Public Registrylists as many
as 90. Alongside this growth, several independent studies on highereducation in Panama
have begun to reflect concerns about ambiguous regulatorylegislation, lack of evaluation
and quality assurance mechanisms, and weakrelationships with both government and the
productive sector. These reports suggestthat existing program quality does not meet with
international standards (Bernal 2002, IADB 2003, UNESCO-IESALC 2005) or prepare
students for market demand (COSPAE 2007, Goethals 2008). Within this context, Panama’s
overallcompetitiveness—which has risen steadily in recent years (WEF 2008)—is nowslug-
gish and at a critical juncture. In connection with this, higher education and humanresource
capacity has been identified repeatedly as a weak link and the factor that willdetermine much
of future development (UNDP 2002; Euromoney 2006; WEF 2008).Therefore, information
on globalization and how it is affecting the university system,capacity development and
competitiveness is particularly important for Panama at thismoment; however, the funda-
mentals underlying the importance of the research aresimilarly applicable to most countries
in the region and the developing world.

Summary of Findings

The Existing University System
Skipping directly to the bottom of the model presented in the conceptualframework above
and focusing on the existing university system in Panama, asignificant finding from this re-
search was the lack of consistent, centrally databasedinformation on universities in the
country. There is a general list Ministry of Education recognized institutions, but it represents
only around a third of those listedin the Public Registry and does not include much beyond
the name of the institution.
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Institutional contact data, course and degree offerings, information on faculty andfacilities
are all difficult to obtain for many of the universities in Panama and nowhereis this general
information warehoused in a central database.
There is a broad range of university education now available in Panama;however, the

general consensus from the research was that little of it offers a qualitylearning experience.
Grouping findings on institutional dimensions, the table belowprovides a general overview
of characteristics noted in the current university offer.

Table 1: General Characteristics of Universities in Panama 2007

Organizational structure
5 public universitiesGovernance
90 registered private universities
60 public limited companiesPublic
16 privately held organizationsRegistry
3 privately held foundations
11 universities registered under a different entity name
Several universities have distinctly foreign connections, Florida State
University (FSU), Quality Leadership University (QLU)—representing

Ownership

the University of Louisville and Towson—San Martin and Isthmus of
Colombia, and the Laureate and Aden groups, for example, but specific
ownership breakdowns are difficult to obtain.
Non-profit universities include the state universities, the Catholic university
USMA, and UNESCPA; the rest are profit generating.

Financial

The only Catholic run university is the USMA; others with a religious af-
filiation appear to include the Kabbalah and Hosanna universities and the

Religious

Specialized Christian University. The majority of universities in Panama
do not have religious affiliations.

Educational structure
Almost all universities in Panama now offer undergraduate and graduate
degrees along with various types of certifications.

Program
level

There are several specialized universities, mostly public institutions—the
UMIP (maritime), UNESCPA (public accounting), UTP (science and

Program
focus

technology) and UDELAS (special education); the rest offer a varied
mix of general programming.
Many universities claim to do research, but only the state institutions
and the USMA have conducted documented projects, and even then very
few. All universities in Panama tend to concentrate on teaching.

Instructional-
Research
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FSU, QLU (representing Louisville, Towson and others), San Martin
and Isthmus grant degrees in coordination with their affiliate foreign

Transnational
programming-

universities; The state technological university UTP, via its FUNIBERDegree
virtual PhD program, combines foreign university programming with aoptions
local degree; and the rest of the universities offer mainly local program-
ming and local university degrees.
Many are beginning to experiment with various aspects of online instruc-
tion, but only the two distance universities (UNADP and UNEIDPA)
and the UTP offer formal online degree programs.

Instruction
modality

FSU, QLU, Isthmus and SanMartin boast a majority of foreign national
professors, but the rest rely principally on Panamanians. Most

Professors

Panamanian university professors do not hold doctoral degrees andmany
do not hold Master’s degrees.

Infrastructure
There are no resident university institutions in Panama. Those with tra-
ditional structures that include separate library and laboratory structures

Physical
structures

are limited to the state institutions and a few of the private universities
(such as the USMA), with many of the public structures in states of
disrepair. An increasing number of universities operate out of converted
apartment and office buildings.
Access to journals, databases and virtual libraries is limited, even in the
larger, more traditional universities. Access to computers and internet
services is improving in the largest of the private universities.

Information-
technology

Official status
36 universities have Ministry of Education permission to operate and
University of Panama curricular approval.

National
recognition

FSU and QLU offer programs accredited by U.S. accrediting agencies.International
accreditation

Most of the university sector growth has occurred in the last 15 years, so mostschools have
been operating for only a decade or less. Private, for-profit institutionsaccount for themajority.
There are five public universities, representing about 75% ofenrollment, the oldest and largest
of which is the University of Panama (UP). Theothers have evolved more recently from
former UP departments or regional centers.
The private sector represents only about 25% of university enrollment, but is thefastest

growing segment in terms of numbers. It accounts for all Public Registryinstitutions and 31
of the 36 Ministry recognized universities. Many of theseuniversities are products of
transnational agreements with international providers thatinvolve branch campuses, online
programs, “off-shore” degrees, franchisingarrangements, or multinational corporations.
International institutions with representation in Panama include Florida State University

(FSU), University of Louisville, Towson University, College of Notre Dame of Maryland,
Florida International University, Universidad de SanMartin of Colombia, McGill University,
University of St. Louis, School of InternationalTraining (SIT), and ADEN Business School.
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Only FSU has a full branch campus andmarket presence that spans decades. The others are
recent entries and tend tofranchise specific degrees or courses. Several run study-abroad
programs for outsidestudents only. Thus, though the international university presence is
growing, theoverall impact on the sector is still weak.Multinational university corporationsin-
clude Laureate International Universities andWhitney International University System, both
of which ownmultiple schools and offer programs targeting lowerincomepopulations. These
have had more impact on numbers enrolled.
Among the legally registered private universities are dozens for which nogeneral inform-

ation is available. A number of others could be considered “garageuniversities”—apartments
or offices with signs in front that tend to disappear asquickly as they appear. Both of these
trends raise concerns of diploma mills andfraudulent business practice, but because Panama
does not have a functioningaccreditation system, there is little to stop the proliferation of
questionable operations.

The Influencing Political and Economic Forces
The description of worldwide trends affecting higher education in recentdecades put forth
in the second section of this paper dealt with the political andeconomic influences operating
at the global level and shown in the top layers of theconceptual framework presented.
Dropping down to the national level of theframework, a host of local political and economic
issues mix with the global forces toinfluence the development of the university system and
produce the current offer.
On the political front, like many countries in Latin America, Panama has signedmany

laws and international accords reflecting its commitment to higher educationglobalization
and objective of moving its universities toward international norms.Chief among these are
the 1998 law establishing Panama’s City of Knowledge,designed to bring international
business, technology, and academia together in aformer USmilitary facility; the 2003 accord
founding the Central AmericanUniversity Accreditation Council; and the 2006 law creating
Panama’s NationalCouncil for the Evaluation and Accreditation of University Education
(CONEAUPA). These last two are a direct consequence of Bologna Process efforts and
subsequentEuropean Commission sponsored regional convergence follow-up.
The visionary international accords compete, however, with more firmlyestablished legis-

lation: (1) the 1927 law facilitating creation of corporations for anynon-illegal enterprise,
including higher education; and (2) the 1972 Constitution,which centralizes university system
control and private institutional oversight in the University of Panama (UP), an institution
perceived to be seriously deficientacademically and highly corrupt. This normative set-up
abets university proliferationsince it is not difficult to obtainMinistry of Education recognition
but complicated forauthorities to thwart those who fail to do so. It also provides a business
for the UP andimpedes establishment of autonomous quality assurance; CONEAUPA, three
yearsafter inception, is still not operational.
Economically, Panama has always been a dollar-based service economy that,due to its

geographic location, caters to international services. The economy is basedprimarily on a
highly developed services sector that now accounts for three quartersof GDP.Major services
include the Panama Canal, the COPA-Continental airlinehub, the container ports, the railway,
the Colon Free Zone, and banking andinsurance. In the past decade, tourism and construction
have also becomemajorcontributors and the country has been able to attract increasing foreign
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investment. All of this has begun to push rapid economic growth (Table 2). In spite of this-
progress, however, a third of the population still lives in poverty, the country’s Giniindex,
which measures income inequality, is among the highest in the region, andunemployment
(and informal employment) rates continue to be high.

Table 2: Panama, Selected Statistics: 1990-2006

Average annual growth (%)20061990
2.33.32.4Population (millions)
4.21.50.9Labor force (millions)
13.917,0975,313GDP (US$m)
10.65,9702,214GDP per capita (US$)

GDP composition by sector
-1.38.0%10%Agriculture
1.719%15%Industry
-0.273%75%Services
1122,574136ForeignDirect Investment (US$m)
--37.3%--Population below poverty line

(1997)
--56.1--Gini index (2003)
37.57.1%1.1%Inflation rate

(consumer prices)
-1.910.3%14.7%Unemployment rate

Source:World Development Indicators 2006, 2008

In addition to the booming service economy and the normative factorsmentioned above,
certain non-regulatory factors—a large, national pool of low-paidadjunct professors, an in-
creasing demand for skilled labor, and limited vocationaleducation options—further contribute
to making university education an attractivebusiness in Panama. These factors also make it
profitable for universities to sell short-termmodules for generic proficiencies like English,
office protocol and computerskills in addition to degree courses.

Implications for Competitiveness
The general consensus in Panama, based on the interviews conducted for this research, is
that the content and relevance of mostuniversity programs do not coincide with international
standards or market demand.Without a solid, operational quality assurance body supported
by both public andprivate sectors, short-term oriented economic forces will continue to
dominate thelonger-term political vision. The upshot of this is that although higher education
maybecome available tomore of the population, the worth of local degrees diminishes.Without
immediate implementation of effective quality assurance measures andprograms directed
toward the country’s actual educational needs, the universitysystem will soon be relegated
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to a position of relative insignificance for Panama’sdevelopment. This portends an increased
reliance on foreign education and labor forPanama to be able to continue its trajectory of
growth in the provision of internationalservices, the motor driving the national economy.
Evidence of this is alreadybeginning to surface; a recent national study reports that 80% of
mid- and high-levelmanagement holds degrees from universities outside the country
(Goethals 2008).
Panama is well positioned geographically, historically, politically andeconomically to

meet this challenge of developing a more adequate and responsiveuniversity system. But it
will require considerable changes in the country’s currentacademic power and decision-
making structure, as well as the importing of necessaryexpertise and higher education pro-
gramming, with sufficient mechanisms forknowledge transfer. More than anything, this will
require a shift in thinking; nationalmentality must move away from equating university de-
velopment with short-termbusiness opportunity and toward equating it with long-term strategic
necessity.

Conclusion
The purpose of presenting the conceptual framework put forth in this paperalong with an
empirical example of its application is to introduce a comprehensivemodel for analyzing
how global forces influence university system development in agiven country. It may be
applied to any country, but was constructed specifically withdeveloping countries in mind
as they are now, for the most part, in a position ofserious disadvantage with regard to their
university systems. They must react quicklyto a shifting global scenario that affects national
development and competitiveness—without having the benefit of university systems that
are as stable, established,productive and endowed as those of many industrialized countries.
The issue of content and relevance of university programs not corresponding toeither in-

ternational standards or market demand is not unique to Panama. Rather, it isa common
problem for developing countries. The framework presented here and thestock-taking exercise
it propels is useful not only for Panama but for developingcountries everywhere. It is the
first step toward taking the decisions and actionsnecessary for better positioning the university
system to contribute to nationaldevelopment.At international and national levels, a collection
of forces works to affect theevolution of a country’s university sector. These forces can be
categorized into twomajor groupings: economic, market driven forces and political, regulation
orientedforces, both of which incorporate multiple social forces as well. Existing studies
onglobalization and university systems all mention various economic, political andsocial
factors at play in the development of these systems, but none have offered away to group or
classify these factors or forces in an effort to determine where andhow the agendas corres-
ponding to these forces may converge or diverge. And this iscritical for better understanding
and harnessing these forces for application to acountry’s sustainable development. The
framework presented in this study attempts toorganize and examine the different components
of these economic and political forcesand facilitates the application of development oriented
analysis and decision-makingto national university system policy.
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